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About This Game

You don't need to have played the first Spaceman Sparkles game (it's terrible
anyway) I'm pretty much just counting so I'll reach Sparkles 64 one day!

Spaceman Sparkles 2 is a frantic and groovy bullet-hell that takes place in a thumpin' disco universe. Calm your nerves with the
sick beats by Aeroloid (and a chippy guest track by Death M.D.) in this painfully difficult shooter, you'll be begging for mercy

while bobbing your head to the beat. Equipped with a rave gun, teleportation boots and giant hammers, you'll lead Sparkles
through space and time to defeat mysterious beings of light, collect the 24 glowsticks of legend and retrieve his stolen throne in

this grueling adventure.

"You'll never shine if you don't glow." - Typo

"스트레스 받기에 딱 좋은 게임입니다." - User review.
(Perfect game to receive stress.)*

*translation correctness pending

Key Features:

Collect 6 items, 24 glowsticks, and 6 worm hats?
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Fight 15+ bosses!

Explore space!

Pretty badges and clean emoticons.
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Title: Spaceman Sparkles 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
tjern
Publisher:
tjern
Release Date: 20 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 5570

Storage: 25 MB available space

Additional Notes: You could probably run this on worse builds, but no promises.
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Game feels like sonic on crack, I didn't enjoy it personally. I couldn't play more than 10 minutes, but you can't beat a dollar.. I
found this game very well made for the ambientation an the storical and language reconstructions. The Inquisitor is really well
characterized, many of the minigames are funny and well structured, in essence thig game give you what people expects from a
point and click game. At times the length of the dialogues makes it slow and the price is a bit high for the lenght.
Overall though it is a really nice game, recommended!. For the price this is a nice little game for a young gamer.. Possibly one
of my favourite rhythm games I have played. Only playing on metal difficulty (hard) and it lives up to its title considering the
main guns are only two buttons trying to focus on where to shoot, getting my grenades oh and dodging an undead dinosaur that
shoots fricking laser beams out of its fricking head the game is both enjoyable and challenging.

This game has it all, hilarious easter eggs such as metalchete, quotes from tenacious D, KKK zombies, katy perry lyrics what
more can you want! Hopefully recording this soon but Highly recommend this game to all metal music lovers and all rhythm
game lovers!
. Enjoyable game, played in easiest mode.. This game may be a bit boring at times but its fun to play on days when theres
nothing to do and its cheep i recomened it its $3.00. So much as I love this game, it really annoyed me when it got stuck and
nothing could be done within the game - though I could still use the game menu or return to the start page.
That happens when I exit the game and return to the point when the Joker and I have just got up from the tunnel and release the
horse.
Hope this will be solved. Or if there is a solution, please tell me. Thanks a lot!!. I don't really understand this game. Beacuse u
were druged all the time by your GF. After u woke up she say ITS JUST A PRANK BRO. and its end. Btw now i spoiled the
game so don't waste your time plaing this. The game is boring, and you max out your money at 2 billion which is dumb. There
are also no personality to the game no events unlike gladiators II or at least I never had any. money caping at 2 bill did it in for
me as I like to make money in these kind of games.. Looks bad, plays poorly, story is poorly written... doesn't really have much
going for it.
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Had great fun playing this, nifty little platformer that put me in mind of playing Duke Nukem 2D as a kid. Well worth it if you
enjoy retro gaming, especially action packed platformers.. I love this program. I get to benchmark my mac, pc and linux
machines. It donest work with steamos that well but its cool. For the price a cross platform bench mark I ok it not working on
steamos. I love the price, its not like pcmark.. really amazing game! cant wait to see the reason for having guns :). Great game.
It's missing the free build option though.. A little but fine indie game.
It could be interesting or not, basing on someone opinion of some pro and cons.
Yes, it's not a pro product, but it's the best 5€ priced game I've bought so far.
I recommend it to text-sim lovers, but I admit some design choices are pretty strange and difficult to accept and, at the same
time, the game is priced... correctly.. The base game was surprisingly awesome and hooked me in deep. This is the perfect
amount of content to draw me right back in and make everything feel fresh.. I loved it very much. im a fan of the soundtrack,
the playstyle, the telaporting, it is alittle bit difficult but with some time i wass able to beat the game withought killing my
second run, i loved it, it was quite fun, i diddint really understand the helth and sanity machanics till my second play through but
it was quite enjoyable none the less, hope to see more!. A tough one. I mean it did not cost much and it is ok to play. Not bad,
but it is also very shallow. There is simply not much to it. Guess it is supposed to be retro, but even the retro games had more
than this.

It is alpha though. If the game developes in some time, i will change the recommendation.. Loving the new version!

The changes in depth chart management and gameplanning really alter the way I approach the team, and the game. Fantastic
stuff!. This game is very cheap so you should probably get it. It is fun just to calm down when you have had a rough day, so get
it then jump on and spam left and right
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